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Copyright © 2003 Nokia. All rights reserved.
Nokia and N-Gage are trademarks or registered trademarks of Nokia
Corporation. Other company and product names mentioned herein may
be trademarks or trade names of their respective owners.
Printed in China
Package contains one game on one game card. Made in Taiwan.
The information contained in this user guide was written for Rayman 3.
The publishers operate a policy of ongoing development and reserve
the right to make changes to any of the products described in this
document without prior notice.
UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES SHALL NOKIA BE RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY
LOSS OF DATA OR INCOME OR ANY SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, AND
CONSEQUENTIAL OR INDIRECT DAMAGES HOWSOEVER CAUSED. THE
CONTENTS OF THIS DOCUMENT ARE PROVIDED "AS IS." EXCEPT AS
REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW, NO WARRANTIES OF ANY KIND,
EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE, ARE MADE IN RELATION TO THE ACCURACY
AND RELIABILITY OR CONTENTS OF THIS DOCUMENT. NOKIA RESERVES
THE RIGHT TO REVISE THIS DOCUMENT OR WITHDRAW IT AT ANY TIME
WITHOUT PRIOR NOTICE.
EXPORT CONTROLS
This product contains commodities, technology, or software exported
from the United States in accordance with the Export Administration
regulations. Diversion contrary to U.S. law is prohibited.
Further detailed information is given in the separate user guide. Do not
use this guide in place of the complete user guide, which provides
important safety and maintenance information.

FOR YOUR SAFETY
Read these simple guidelines. Breaking the rules may be dangerous
or illegal. Read the user guide for your gaming device for further
information.

ENGLISH

Part No. 9311650, Issue No. 01
R/XXXXXX/YY

SWITCH ON SAFELY
Do not use this product when wireless phone use is
prohibited or when it may cause interference or danger.
Follow any restrictions or rules in the device’s user guide.
ROAD SAFETY COMES FIRST
Obey all local laws. Always keep your hands free to
operate the vehicle while driving. Your first
consideration while driving should be road safety.
INTERFERENCE
All wireless devices may be susceptible to interference,
which could affect performance.
USE SENSIBLY
Use the game deck only in the normal position as shown
in the user guide.
ENHANCEMENTS AND BATTERIES
Use only approved enhancements and batteries. Do not
connect incompatible products.
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CARE AND MAINTENANCE

About photosensitive seizures
A very small percentage of people may experience a seizure
when exposed to certain visual images, including flashing lights
or patterns that may appear in video games. Even people who
have no history of seizures or epilepsy may have an undiagnosed
condition that can cause photosensitive epileptic seizures while
watching video games. These seizures may have a variety of
symptoms, including lightheadedness, altered vision, eye or face
twitching, jerking or shaking of arms or legs, disorientation,
confusion, or momentary loss of awareness. Seizures may also
cause loss of consciousness or convulsions that can lead to
injury from falling down or striking nearby objects.

Your game card and game deck are products of superior design
and craftsmanship and should be treated with care. The
suggestions below will help you protect your warranty coverage
and enjoy your game for many years.

Play safely
Take a break from playing games at least every half hour. Stop
playing immediately if you begin to feel tired or if you experience
an unpleasant sensation or pain in your hands and/or arms. If the
condition persists, consult a doctor. Use of vibration can aggravate
injuries. Do not turn vibration on if you have any ailment in the
bones or joints of your fingers, hands, wrists, or arms.
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Inserting the N-Gage Game Card

Starting a game

1. Make sure the N-Gage game deck is
switched off. If it’s on, press and hold
to switch off the device.

Turn the power switch on.

2. With the back of the
N-Gage game deck facing
you, slide open the cover
(Fig. 1).

ENGLISH

ENGLISH

Important: Safety information about video games

Immediately stop playing and consult a doctor if you
experience any of these symptoms. Adults who allow teenagers
(or children) to play the games should watch for or ask their
children about these symptoms as they are more likely than
adults to experience these seizures. The risk of photosensitive
epileptic seizures may be reduced by playing in a well-lit room
and by not playing when you are drowsy or fatigued. If you or
any of your relatives have a history of seizures or epilepsy,
consult a doctor before playing.

[2]
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The game icon will automatically appear on
the Menu screen once the game card is
successfully installed.
Press
, scroll to the game icon and press
. Now you’re ready to start the game.

Fig. 1

3. Slide finger into the finger
slot, then lift and remove
the battery (Fig. 2).
4. Remove the existing game Fig. 2
card or memory card (if
you have one fitted).
5. Position the N-Gage game
card in its slot. Make sure Fig. 3
that the gold contacts of
the card are facing down
and lined up with the
Fig. 4
gold contacts on the
device (Fig. 3).

Do not use the USB port during gameplay.

Bluetooth Multiplayer Game Play*
* To play the game with other users in
Bluetooth multiplayer mode, all participants
need to have a copy of the game card.

Using the N-Gage Controls

6. When you have secured the card in place,
replace the battery, then replace the
cover by sliding it back into place (Fig. 4).
Note: A SIM card must be inserted in the
N-Gage game deck before a game can be
played. Insert a SIM card as described in the
N-Gage game deck instruction manual.

[3]
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When Globox, Rayman’s best friend, inadvertently swallows a dreadful Black Lum, it isn’t
the end of the world - but it could well be! To prevent a full-scale invasion of malicious, illmannered hordes, there’s only one solution: Rayman must get someone to treat his burdensome pal who totally loses control under the influence of the Black Lum. He sets off on a frenzied adventure through the Marshes (where the witch Begoniax lives), the World of Bad
Dreams and many other, increasingly inhospitable places, till he reaches the pirates’ den where
his old enemies, Razorbeard and his henchmen, are ready and waiting for him. Fortunately,
Rayman can rely on Murphy. So if everything goes reasonably well, and he manages to accumulate enough cages, Rayman should have the strength to overcome all the obstacles that
loom up on the hazardous road to Globox’s recovery!

Single player
Select the single player mode to begin your adventure. Press Up and Down to move the
arrow on the left side of the screen and press 5 or the Left Selection key to choose a saved
game slot. Make sure the arrow on the bottom of the screen is pointing to the word START,
and then press 5 or the Left Selection key to start your game.

ENGLISH

ENGLISH

INTRODUCTION

Multiplayer
Use the Bluetooth wireless technology to connect up to 4 N-Gage players and have fun playing
against your family and friends. Multiplayer games require a Rayman 3 game card for each player.

Options
Set up your Rayman game as the music and the sound FX volume, and also see the game
Credits.

STARTING THE GAME
Help
Place your Rayman 3 game card in your N-Gage game
deck and set the power switch to on.

See all the controls of the game.

Exit
Main menu

Closes the game and go back to your N-Gage game deck menu.

• Use the controller key to move through the menus.
• Press 5 or Left selection key to select an option
• Press 7 or Right selection key to go back to
the previous menu.
[4]
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Controller key Up
Look up

Control key Left /
Control key Right

CONTROLS

Jump
Helicopter: Press once to jump, then press it again to slow
your descent with your helicopter blade.
Super –Helico: To fly in Super –Helico mode, activate the helicopter by pressing 5. Press again on 5 to go higher. If you want
to stop flying in helicopter mode, just land on solid ground.

GAME SCREEN
Life indicator bar

Number of Lums you found
Number of cages you found

Number of lives

6

Move Rayman

Climb between two walls: Pressing 6
will allow you to stay still between two
walls. To climb up, press 5 to jump.

7 Shoot Rayman’s fist.
Tips: The longer you hold down 7, the
farther your fist will go!
Shoot both fists: To shoot both fists,
press 7 to shoot the first fist and doubletap quickly on 7 to shoot the second one.
Grab Purple Lums: To grab onto Purple
Lums, shoot them with Rayman fist.
Once you’ve grabbed on, you can swing
in the direction of your choice by pressing
the Controller key. To release, press 5.

Controller
key Down
Crouch

Left Selection key
Pause the game In Game Menu : allows you to change
music or sound FX options or quit the
current game.
[6]
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5

8
Break the ground: You can break the ground by
pressing 8. But remember, you must be in the air!

Important: Remember, not all powers are available at the start of the game.

LEVELS MAP

• The curtains hide
the entry of the levels.
When a curtain is
blue, it means that
you can enter it.
Press 5 to enter the
level you want.

Number of Yellow Lums you
found in this level
Number of cages you found
in this level

[7]
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Purple Lums:
By shooting them, Rayman can grab on to them.

Use Controller Key to navigate in the World Map.
Press 5 to select a World.
• World 1: Forgotten Forests
• World 2: Haunted Dreams
• World 3: Magmacosm
• World 4: Pirate Stronghold

IN-GAME ELEMENTS
Cages: The pirates have imprisoned many inhabitant in these little cages sealed

ENGLISH

ENGLISH

WORLD MAP

Wooden Arrows:
When you are in a level, walk up to the Wooden Arrows to go back in the Level Selection
Map. If you are in the Level Selection Map, use it to go back in the World Map.

MULTIPLAYER GAMES
When you choose to play a Multiplayer game, 2 choices are offered to you: Host game or Join
game.
Only one player should choose to host a game. When a player hosts a game, he makes the
choices of game mode, game settings and map used.

with vital energy. Break the cages to free Rayman’s friends.

Yellow Lums: These are the 1,000 shards broken from the Primordial Core
when the pirates exploded it. When Rayman has collected enough of them,
he’ll be able to negotiate his entry into new worlds.

Red Lums: Packed with energy, they restore Rayman’s life bar.
Silver Lums: Look for them, they provide extra life!

[8]

Green Lums: These Lums are very special. They record Rayman’s progress.
If he should die, he will reappear at the place where he last took a Green
Lum. If Rayman has no more lives, he will restart the entire level at the beginning.

To host a game:
• When you select Host Game, a name for the game you created will appear on your
screen. This name is used to help identify your N-Gage game deck in case other hosts are
present. Tell the friends that want to join your game this name so that they can join you.
• Wait for other players to connect to your N-Gage game deck. When a player connects, a
Rayman icon will appear in a box on top of your screen. Up to 3 other players can join you.
• When you have enough players connected to start a game, press 5.
• Use controller key to navigate through the Game Modes
• Press 5 or the left soft key to select a mode.
• Choose the game settings (in Capture the Flag mode only)
• Use Up and Down to choose a map.
• Press 5 or the left soft key to start the game.

[9]
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To join a game:
• When you select Join Game, your N-Gage game deck will start searching your surroundings
for Rayman 3 hosts.
• If multiple hosts are found, you can navigate through your choices by pressing Left and
Right.
• With 5, select the name of the host that your friend will tell you to use.
• That’s it, wait for the start of the game!

Solo (2 to 4 players): 1 flag is available in a central location.
Each player must fight against the others to bring the flag to his base.
Team (4 players only): The 4 players are split into 2 teams of 2 players. Each team has a flag
located in its own base. The objective is to take the flag from the opposing team base and bring
it to your base. You can stop your opponents by punching them and touching your flag, sending
it back to your base.

Settings :
When you select Capture the Flag mode, you will be taken to the Settings screen. Use the controller key to navigate through the settings and change them. Press 5 to confirm your settings
and go to the next screen. The following settings are available:

MULTIPLAYER GAME MODES
Capture the Flag Mode: In this mode, the objective is
to capture a flag and bring it to your base. You can stun your
opponents for a few moments with your fists. When a player holding the flag is punched, he loses control of the flag.
The player holding the flag loses some of Rayman’s power

2 modes of Capture the Flag are available depending on the number of players
connected: team or solo.
[ 10 ]

Chooses between Solo or Team mode
(see above).

Represents the number
of flags captured needed
to win a game. If 0 is
selected, the person
with the highest score
when the timer expires
wins the game.

Represents the timer. The person with the highest score
when the timer expires wins
the game.
If a timer of 0:00 is selected,
only the number of flags captured is used to determine the
winner.
[ 11 ]
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Items available in Capture the Flag mode
Invincibility: Become temporarily invincible.
Magic Shoes: Temporarily boosts Rayman’s running speed.
Tag Mode: In this mode, the player with the tag must hurry to give the
tag to other players before the end of the countdown. To give the tag, you
just have to throw your fist and touch the other player.

Burglar Mode: In this mode, the player with the tag must avoid being
touched by the other players. Only the meter of the player with the tag
will increase. The first player who reaches one minute wins!!!
Items available in Tag and Burglar mode
Invisibility: Become temporarily invisible.
Reverse: Temporary reverse the control of Rayman
Globox: All your opponents will have a big Globox which will hide their
screen for a few seconds.
[ 12 ]
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TIPS AND HINTS

Fist: Pick up it to be able to throw your fist.

• Listen carefully to Murphy’s advice; it can be very useful on the course of your adventure.
• The more Lums and Cages you can gather, the better it is. It can be essential if you
want to progress in the game.
• There are different ways to use Rayman’s power. Try to find all the combinations.
• Try to master the Helico as soon as you can. It will be easier to pass through some obstacles.
• Try to use both your fists against the enemies, they give you more strength.
• There are many hidden areas in the game, can you find them?
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Nokia Limited Warranty

LIMITATIONS ON WARRANTY

Nokia warrants to the original consumer
purchaser that the Nokia N-Gage game
card shall be free from defects in material
and workmanship for a period of 90 days
from the date of purchase. If the Nokia
N-Gage game card is found to be
defective in material and workmanship
within that 90 day warranty period, the
Nokia N-Gage game card will be replaced
free of charge. This limited warranty
does not apply if the defect shall have
been caused by negligence, abuse,
damage, modification, tampering or any
other causes not related to defective
materials or workmanship. Please retain
the original or a photocopy of your sales
receipt to establish the date of purchase
for warranty replacement. For
replacement, return the Nokia N-Gage
game card, with its original packaging
and receipt, to the retailer from which
the game card was originally purchased.
In the event that you cannot obtain a
replacement from the retailer, please
contact Nokia. If Nokia no longer
produces the game card, Nokia, at its sole
option, may substitute a game card of
another game title or refund the
customer’s purchase price.

THE BENEFITS CONFERRED BY THIS LIMITED
WARRANTY ARE IN ADDITION TO ANY OTHER
RIGHTS AND REMEDIES UNDER ANY APPLICABLE
LEGISLATION THAT CANNOT BE EXCLUDED.
OTHERWISE, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY LAW
THE NOKIA N-GAGE GAME CARD AND ALL
SOFTWARE CONTAINED ON IT ARE PROVIDED TO
YOU "AS IS," WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,
EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY PROVIDED IN THIS NOKIA
LIMITED WARRANTY. EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET
FORTH ABOVE, NOKIA EXPRESSLY DISCLAIMS ALL
WARRANTIES, WHETHER ORAL OR WRITTEN,
EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING WARRANTIES
OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE. IN NO EVENT SHALL NOKIA
BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, CONSEQUENTIAL OR
INCIDENTAL DAMAGES RESULTING FROM
POSSESSION, USE OR MALFUNCTION OF THE NOKIA
N-GAGE GAME CARD OR THE SOFTWARE
CONTAINED ON IT, INCLUDING DAMAGES TO
PROPERTY AND TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY
APPLICABLE LAW, DAMAGES FOR PERSONAL
INJURY, EVEN IF NOKIA HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE
POSSIBILITY OF THOSE DAMAGES. SOME
COUNTRIES AND/OR AREAS DO NOT ALLOW
LIMITATIONS ON HOW LONG AN IMPLIED
WARRANTY LASTS, OR PERMIT THE EXCLUSION OF
CONSEQUENTIAL OR INCIDENTAL DAMAGES, SO
THE ABOVE LIMITATION OR EXCLUSION MAY NOT
APPLY TO YOU. THIS WARRANTY PROVIDES YOU
WITH SPECIFIC LEGAL RIGHTS. YOU MAY HAVE
OTHER RIGHTS WHICH VARY FROM TERRITORY TO
TERRITORY.
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Obtaining Warranty and Technical
Support
To receive warranty and additional support,
including troubleshooting assistance, please
contact Nokia at: www.n-gage.com

Register Your Game Online
To register, go online at: www.n-gage.com
...and now, GET READY TO N-GAGE!
Copyright © 2003 Nokia. All rights reserved.
Nokia and N-Gage are trademarks or
registered trademarks of Nokia Corporation.
Other company and product names
mentioned herein may be trademarks or
trade names of their respective owners.

